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EXECUl IVE SUMMARY

Statement of the Iroblem
\

Title I of the Elementary and Secoudary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA)
was the first major social legislation to require program evaluation. The
original requirement for Title I evaluations ard its subsequent,elabora-
tion in the 1974 Amendments.to the Act have resulted in a variety of
iuterpretations of the purposes of 9e evaluations and several Federal

strategies for their conduct. Since 1965, the Federal strategies for
Tale I evaluatidn adopted by the United States Office of Education (USOE)"
emphasize Federal information needs. By contra4, the legislative historY
of ESEA reflects a strang Congressional interest in are provision Of eval-
uation information that is also useful for program improvement at the
local level. The extent to which Title I.evaluations have met Federal
infoimation needs has been,studied, but there has been little attention
paid to the impac: of Federally mdndated evaluations at the local level.
This study was designed to investigate whether the same evaluaiion iystem
can serve both local and Federal needs through an examination of local
uses of Title I evaluation.

Objectives
_

, This study was.designed to answer two major questions: Do local staff
use Title I evaluation results to idedrify strengths and weaknesses of

their programs in order to improve them? Are the recent and proposed

changes tn.the Title I evaluation system likely tg alter local use of.
evaluation: Srecifically, the study investigated how local Title I staff
and parents use their Title I evaluation, what information they use in

judging the effectiveness of .their program, and how they make decisions
about clynging the program. The objective was to produce a repoft to

document the history of Federal strategies in Title I evaluation, the

usts. of TWe I evaluations by local staff and parents, the other types

Iii
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of information used by local staff and pa:ents in judging and in improving

their program, and the impliCations of these findings far the current

Federal Titl.e I evaluation strategy.

Methodology,

The primary sample consists of 15 Title I districts in six states.

The districts were selecbed among those reputed to have an above-average

emphasis on or concern with.evaluation. The identification of such dis-

tricts was based on recommendations of USOE staff, Technical Assistance

Center directors, and state Title I directors. Although the sample is

not nationally representative, choosing district's especially concerned

with evaluation ensures that the'findings are based on situations with the

greatest potential for use of evaluations. In ad4ition, the sample was

ugmented by field notes from another 15 districts collected in a concurrent

US.OE-funded study that involved interviews concerning evaluation in Title I

districts.

The daia collection consisted of face-to-face interviews'with Tttle I

administrators, principals of Title I schools, Title I teaching staff, and

parents of.Title I students. Copies of evaluation reports and other related

documents we re also obtained. A district visit wAs made by one or two

interviewers for one to two days. The interviews were structured, to the

extent tnat tht.!' same topics were pursued in each interview, but the emphasis

on each topic and the specific questions were tailored to each situation

...d.respondent.

The analysis consisted of drawing a tentative set of generalizations

tri :4:everA1 readings of the field notes. For each generalitation, he

notes were gone through carefully, extracting evidence in support of .

And opposed to the generAlizations. After refining the general statements

Ao he reported, quotations illustrating each point were pulled from the

'notes. Prom these lists, examples wete_selected for IncluSion in the

report. thus ensuring that the quotations reported in the text are indeed

representative of the responses.



Maj Fti1in4s

Posttest or gain scores reported for each project on standardized'
achievement tests comprise the main part of the district Title I evalua-
tion for all the distrits visited. Therefore, the findings often indi-
cate uses of and attitudes towards standardized achievement tests rather
than the evaluation report per se.

In general, the primary function the evaluationg serve is to meet.
state.and Federal reporting requirements; districts filid that employingl
standardized achievement tests is the simplest way to meet these require-
mec.ts. In addi.tion,theevaluation is use4 to provide feedbrk to sChool
staff and parents:often consisting simplydof the provision of eummarlts
of results to these audiences. Finally, respondents claimed that the
evaluation-report serves as an indicator of success, as a source of con-
firmation of existing beliefs about the program, and as a public relations
document (however, these uses occur only when the results are positive).

From the responses to the direct question of how the evaluation"'.
eesults are psed, it is clear that they do not primarily sere either as
a means of judging the program or as a guide to program improvement. We
pursued this issue in motemtdepth by asking respondents how they judge
jprograds ami how program decisions are made.

0'7

From asking respondents how-they would demonstrate that their programs
ar..! successful, and how they would make judgments about other programs,
it is possible to deduce why evaluation plays such a limited role in
these judgments. First, when lo 1 staff weigh standardized test reaults
against other sources of informa ion, such as skills-related tests and
personal judgment or observation the other sources of information
almost always carry more weight. Second, a frequent explapation for

ignoring evaluation results is th t the.scores are net meaningful because
important background characterist cs of schools (e.g., mobil4y) and
children (e.g., socioeconomic st tus) have not been considered. Finally,
in the eyes of staff and parents, the evaluation often excludes measure-

.

ment of goals that they feel are as important as achievement, if not more.
When asked what other types of information they would like for judging
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programs, staff and parents typically citapi curriculum-embedded and,other

skills tests rather than standardized tests, measures of noncognitiv6

domains such as slf-concept and attitude, and measures of program impact

on parent's, the vommunity, and the staff itself.

As with judgments of programs, evaluation data are rarely mentioned

in the context of decisions about program changes. Respdhses to questions

ot) about howTI.ogra:m changes are decided suggest several reasons for this

finding. One reason is that programs are quite stable; the changes that

do occur tend to be marginal. Thus the unlverse in which to find connec-

tions between prrogram change and evaluation ds limited. A second reason

is that the results of the evaluations are often not available in time

for use in planning. A third reason is that factors other than evaluation,

such as availability of funds and political concerns, play a major role

in program decision-making. Finally, for.the same reasons that evalua-
.

Lions are often'ignored in Judging program effectiveness-(preference fot

other types of eognitive measures, belief in personal impressions, and

concern with other outcomes)% they are ignored in program planning. Thtre

are a few examples of changes in prorams that were motivated in part by

evaluation results, but these are the exception rather than the rule.'

Stated' reasons for not using,evaluations tend to focus on the charac-

teristics of the information they contain, and hence imply that if the

type of information were changed, liae of evaluation would increase. A

careful consideration of respondents' Statements as a whole, however,

gests othelwise. There are constraints on evaluation use imposed by

the structure of Title L programs *as well as unstaced reasona for not

usi14.. evaluation results, both of which must be understood in order to

determine effective ways of increasing local use of evaluation.

Fwo ot tile constraints imposed by the structure of Title I prograps

hay( Alre.ttiv been mentioned, the stability of programs and the timing of

ev.iinnti4111H. Some other constraints were also observed, if not stated

directly by respondents. First, in alm9st every district there is little

conncction between program staff and evaluation staff; this is particularly

[Vitt! in dktricts that ilse external evaluators. Consequently, there is

vi



often little communication and understanding between those responsible
tor the administration and content of the program, on the one hand, and
those responsible for the desiga and conduct of the evaluation on the

a other. Seeund, dery Tizle I program contains multiple audiences with
different inform4ion needs which are often overlooked in the design and
reporting of evaluations. Finally, there is the.general constraint
imposed hy the state of the art in educational treatments. Thus, deficits
in knowledge about what constitutes a successful strategy in education
limit the extent to which evaluations can be fully utilized. This con-
stra'int reflects not only the lack of proven alternatives, but also the
frustration that the lack produces.

4:7)

Beyond these contextual constraints, there are two attitudes of
Fitle I staff that limit evaluation use. The first is that evaluation
is usually perceived in a narrow and potentially threatening way. Evalua-
tion is typ.eally viewed as a se.: of procedures to provide one's superiors
wixit information on which to judge the program, on the basis of criteria

defined by those Aiperiors. Hence, evaluation 'is more likely to be asso-
ciat'ed with accountability than to be regarded as a potential source of
usetul info"rmation. The second is that most Title I staff are deeply

committed to the program; accordingly, they seek out evidence in support
ot their positive feelings toward the program and effectively ignore
evidnce that does not,support-.these feelings.

Fhese onservations lead to the conclusion that changing the type or
quality oi ilformation con...ained in Title I evaluations will not, by it-

sett, significantLy affect local use of these evaluations. 4Th achieve
in increase in local use, an evaluation system must attack the factors

1.n1er1Ong the lack of use, both the elements of the program that act

constraipts in themselves and the individual beliefs ;la.; attitudes that
prodnke A negative view of evaluation.

Recommendations

USOF is currently employing two evaluation strategies. The first

is a massive, multiyear study conducted by an independent contractor and
desined to proN,ide a national picture :)t- the impact of Title I on

vii



achievement. The second is the implementation of evaluation models within

the three-tiered (local to state to Federal) 'reporting 'aystem desig ned to

improve the quality and comparability of lccally collected data. The

-.second effort includes the provision of technical 'assistance from centers

established in each of the ten HE'.1 regions for this purpose. It is gen-

erally agreed that independent national studies provide the best source

of evidence for the national impact of Title I. Because the best place

to consider ways of increasing local use would seem to be Wlthin the

three-tiered reporting scheme, my reccmmendations refer to -c.his scheme.

First, any strategy designed to increase local use Of Title I eval-

uations must be grounded in a Federal commitment to this goal--a commit-

ment that must be understood and shared by the states and communicated

clearly to local districts.

Second, districts need assistance in increasing communication and

cooperatVn between program st'aff and evaluatio*staff. The site visits

suggest that the provision of feedback can be used as one way.to facili-
.

tate anderstanding between program and evaluation staff. 'However, the

information fed back must be designed to be clearly understood by staff

and parents and must meet the different needs of different level within

a distric,t.

Third, Title I staff and parents need assistance in developing an

uaderstanding of the constructive role thdt eValuation can play as well

as certain types of evaluation skills. Local staff have received little,

i! any, training in incorporating evaluation information into planning

and decision making. In particular, they tted assistance in learning

how to sk tbeir own evaluation questions. If the primary purpose of

evaluati,it ema ins that of answering questions imposed externally, eval-

nations will continue to be perceived as potentially mote thre;itening

t ban bel ptul .

Until local staff view evaluation in a positive light, effort de-

voted exclusively,to the developm ent of technically sound data will be

wasted in the context af local use. The USOE evaluatLon models are de-

si,:ned to improve the quality of the data and will not, by them,selves,

tO increase in local use of evaluation. However, the current

viii
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technical assistance strategy, if reeirected, could serve as a powerful*

fora in changing how evaluation is perceived and thereby increase ev.al-
11.1tion use locally. To accomplish this goal, technical assistance must
'oe redesigned to cbmmunicate a new view of the role of evaluation and to
develop skills such as generating one's own evaluation questions. As
long as technical assistance is defined narrowly as a way of telling

local staff "how to improve the quality of their data " it will not

increase local use of evaluations.

r
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1 INTRODUCTION AND,BACKGROU&D

. .TitLe I af the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA)
was the first Malor 'social legislation tc mandate evaluation. Ttie legia=.

. ,
. .lative mandate waS.vague,.reflecting a compioMise Wetween Robert k'ennedy,1 6

.

who tavored 1,.cal Accountability, and educational inter,est groups, who
fganed it. This mandate has resulted in a 13-yar history marked by con-
fusion and jisagreement over the purposes ot evaluation and the program

. itself. Senator Kennedy's original-notion was that evaluation would provide
'parent.s and communities with information that could be used to press for
reform. Thus, the original motive behind the evaluation requirements was
a concern W'ith the use of evaluation at the local level.

Since that time, numerous interpuetations of the use.of Title I
evaluations haJe been put forth including a determination of the imact
of Title I nationally, identification of succeSsful programs, and the
provision ot infprmation to local.staff for improving their programs.
'The history of the Title I evaluation strategies adopted.by the Federal
govornment reflects an almost exclusive concern with Federal information
needs. At the same tiMe, the legislative history surrounding ESEA can- .

tinues to reflect.the view-that Title I evaluations should also provlde
information useful at the local level in improving programs.

Can the same evaluation system serve both'local and Federal needs?
File extent to which Title I evaluations have met Federal information needs
has been studied (McLaughlin, 1975); but little attention Ilas been paid
to the impact of Federally mandated evaluationg at the local level--par-
ticuarly in terms of their utility in providing information that can
guide program hnprovement. Therefore, this study was undertaken to look

_ .

specifically at local uses of evaluation. Do local staff use evaluation
results to identify strengths and weaknesses of their programs in order
to improve them? Are the proposed changes in the Title I evaluation system
likely to alter local utilization of results? This study was designed to

address these basic questions.

!+4



To set the stage for.the design ancrfindings of 04-study, it is

helpful tc review briefry the history of Federal strategies adopted for

conducting Title 1 evaluations and to interpret their intent and success

. in meeting Federal and local imformati,on needs.

Hi_story.*,

Sinc-e the original legislation in 1965, each Local edncational agency

(LEA) annually prepares an evaluation report for its state educational

agency. (SEA). Each.state in turn compiles the results of the LEA reports-

and produces an annual evaluation report for the United States Office of

Education (US)E). 'The first two years of this three-tiered reporting

system were a major disappointment insofar as they did not produce con-

sistent or comparable,data that could be aggregated Xo provide a national

picture of the effectiveness of Title I. As a result, while UNE was

urged to improve the-system and required by Congress (in a 1967 amendment)

to report to them annually on the effectiveness of the programs, a some-
,

what different approach was instigated by the Office of the Assistant

Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE). This approach can be

characterized by its reliance.on locally collected data, its production

function approach to program effects, and its.goal which was to determine

for natipnal purposes the elements of successful programs. The stuay,

EMPI) (named after Che'division of.The General Electric Company that con-

ducted the study), was an acknowledged failure. The failure was un-

expected bcause neither Federal.officials nor researchers had faced the

complexitk of measuring prog-ram characteristics and costs, and because

desired achievement data were impossible to obtain..

During the next two years. (1967-68 and 1968-69), USOE launched a

third approach--an annual alail survey designed to obtain information on

!rol:eam ,haracteristics, participant characteristics, and the achievement

ct participants. Agoin, however, the effort tO describe the national

. descriptions of the Federal strategies through 1970 are based in
larv,e part on information given by McLaughlin (1975).
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impact (4 Title I on achievement was thwarted hy the absence of usable
chievement data. Only'5% of the survey responses Lncluded achievemenb.
data that could be analyzed.

AS

Altnough the Title I evaluation efforts are described above as
three approaches, the-y represent essentially the same strategy. 'They

/, were all designed to provide a national picture of the impaCt of Title IJ"
-on pupil achievement and they all rested on secondary'analyses of Locally

colleted data. They also shared the same fate in that they were all'
Aconiidered failures in producing the desired infoymation. The failures
were attributed primarily to the icadequacies a locally collected data
tor pity-poses of national aggregation; their value at the local.level was
110t A 1)lbject. Of serious investigation.

Until 1971, the only-exception'to the above generalizations was a
series of studies begun in 1968 and continued through 1971--the "It

.Works" series. Since the previous studies had not produced evidence of ,

1,ire achievement gains attributable Vo Title I nationally, there was a
fl political need at the Federal level to tdemonstrate the success of Title I

in raising' achievement. Therefore, USOE commissioned the American
liu;titutcs tor'Research to conduct a search for exemplary progiams--pro-

.grairs with' evaluations showing substantial gains in achievement. The
resulA was the ident.ification of apprOximately 30 such programs, although
later st udies tound that many of tliese projects either no longer existed
er !ailed to demonstrate effectiveness.

In 1471, USOE adopted a new strategy in addition to the three-tiered
re portin s\stem. They began to collect primary data directly, instead
0; rel, inc. on data.collected by LEAs. The Compensatory Reading Study,

.ondthtcA by Educot ional Testing Servi..ce, was designet1 primarily to
describe practices in compensatory reading programs, to assess their°

c!!ectivtic,-; in terms of achievement and,their costs. The results of
the t'oppontorv Reading Study showed little rellitionship between program
articipation and achievement and, like the former studies, was designed

to ;,rothite a national picture, not to meet'local information peeds. Begun
in Ig'1, the'study was not completed until .1976 by which time the 1974
amend...len .; to ESEA had again changed tne Federa,1 evaluation strategy.

3
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..Prior to 1974, legislative language did not reflect an .explicit

in.tent to have an evaluation system that produced informatlon useful to

local staff in improving their programs--a falbt which is consistent with

the tiarly preoccupation with Federal needs. By'the 1974 reauthorization,

however, evaluation had become a major'concern in Congress. III fact,

evaluation activities in general had mushroomed from 1968 to 1973 as seen

by the increase from $1.2 to $20.1 millibn in USK planning and evaluation

funds (CAO, 1977). The legislative history for this period reflects the

multiplicity of purposes for the:Title I evaluation system:

The .present law requires local school districts to cdn-
duct annual evaluatiofts of their Title I programs and to report
the results of these evaluations to the State educational agen-
cies. The States.ifl turn must submit peri9dic reports (includ,-
ing the results of the local evaluations) to O.E. The purposes
of.these requirements are: to enable each local educational .

agency to assess the effect of its program and to identify
weaknesses....as well as strengths of-the project) thus serving as
a tno.). for_progrm revision and finprovemeat; to enable each
State to determine the extent to which progrgss has been made .
in reacbing State goals for meeting the needs of educationally
deprived children, as well as to provide 5 tool fQr State plan-
ning, management and dissemination; and to enable the Com-
miss1Oner of Education to conduct a similar analysis at the
national.level.,' (Emphasis added.) (USCAN, 1974, p. 4111)

This int...nt vf Congress,.combined with the lack_of nationally tompelling

data duringjeauthorization when the program was under attack from the

administraiou, resulted in Section 151 of the. 1974 amendments.

Section 151 went far beyond the preceding legislative requirements

tor evaluation in its specificity regarding evaluation and the responSi-

bilities USOF. in conducting them: 'It contains the following require-

mcnts.

Sec. lil.(a) The Commissioner shall provide for
independent evaluations which describe and measure the impact
ot pro?:rams an(1 projects assisted under this title. Such
evaluations ..- shall include, whenever possible, opinions
obtained trom prog am pr project participarts about the
strengths and weak esses of such'programskor projects.

kb) The Comm ssioner shall develop and publi-sh standards
tor _evaluation of p ogram or project effectiveness in achiev-.
in4 the objectives (t this title.
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(0, The CoMMissioner shall, where appropriaee consult
with State agencies in ordet to provi4e for jointly sponsored
objectfve evaluation studies of prokam and projects assisted
under'this title vithin a State.

(d). The Commissioner shall provide to Stat4 educational
agencies, models for evaluations of all programs conducted
under this title ... which shall include.uniform procedures
and critevia to be .utilized by local educational agencies, as
well as by the State agency in the evaluation of such programs.

(e) The Commissioner shall provide such technical and
other assistance as may be necessary to State educational
ageucies to enable them to assist local educational agencies
in the development and application of a systemaic evaluatioa
of programs in accordance with.the modelg. developed by the
Commissioner.

(0 The models dtveloRed by the Cbmmissioner shall
specify pbjective criteria which shall be utilized in the
evaluation of all programs.and shall outline techniques (such
as longitudinal studies of children tnvolved in such programs).
and methodology (such as the use of tbsts which yield dbm-
parable,results) for producing data which aretzomparable1on.a
statewide and nationwide basis,

(g) The Commissioner sha:1 make a report to the respec-.
tive cqmmittees of the Congress ...

(h) The:Commissioner shall also develop a system for
.

the gathering and dissemination of results of evaluations and
for the identification of exemplary programs and projects ...

The final part authorized funds for carryitg out these provisions.not to
exceed OA% of the program's appropriation.

The initial response of USOE to this mandate was twofold: first, a ,

contract was awarded to'RMC Resecrch Corporation which resulted,in the

development of, evaluatior models and secona, a massive multiyear study,

the Sustajning Effects Study, was designed. The former, in fact, had
Abeen designed prior to the passage of the 1974 Amendments in anticipation

of the forthcoming legislative mandate. Its language was vague iff that

it did not specify evaluation models.but rather asked for a "review and

analysis of past reports and development of a model reporting system and
format." The scope of work was expanded, however, and in 1975 produced

throe evaluation models. As des.cribed by RMC:

5
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'The three evaluation Models are: Model A, the Norm-Referenced
--Model; Model B, the Control Group Model; and Model C, the

Special Regression M9del. Eaoh model has variations that en-
able it to be used with either normed. (Model Al, Model B1-,
Model CI) or non-normed tests (Mbdel A2, Model B2, Model C2).

The norm-referenced evaluation design generates a no-treatment
expectation from the assumption that the treatment group will
maintafn its statu's relative to the national norm group from
pretest to posttest without treatment. Vhe control group
model utilizes the posttest.(Or adjusted posttest)'scores of
a control group as the no-treatment expectation. The special
'egression design employs the mean posttest score predicted
from a :...omparison groUp's regression line as the no-treatment
'expeccatIon. (RMC, 1976, p. 7)

Meanwhile., the plans for the Spstaining Ef:2cts Study aWarded to Systems

Develoovnt Corporation came under attack rom Congrebsional staff. The

study was u ndertaken for two purposes, acLoiding to USOE: to report on

the numbers of economically and/or educationally deprived elementary

school students who do and do not receive compensatory services; And to

rpsort on the benefits students derive from such services during more than

one sC.hool year. The initial design was for a Seven-year study at an

estimated cost of approximately $25'mil1ion. According to Congressional

s.taff, there was concern that with the bulk of the money,going to a single

national study, there' would be Uttle left to upgrade the evaluation,

capabilities of s(ate and local districts as intended by the legislation.

Atter negotiationl; between USOE and Congressional staff, the Sustaining

Effects Study was reduced La scope and OE created Technical 'Assistance

Centers (TAC) in each region, which began operating in October of 1976.

The rAc.:.; provide free consulting services to SEAs, and through them to

LEAs, on all aspects o'f Title'l evaluation but particulally on the

implementation ot. the evaluation'models.

AP In summary, the two primary studies currently under way are based

on strategies eSSC ntially the same as those in operation over the past

six veaxs: an independent national evaluation and the three-tiered ieport-

.ing system. The difference is that cbnsiderable effort has.been devOted

to improving the methodology of both strategies. This is reflected in the

longitudinal nature of the Sustaining Effects Study and in the evaluation
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models proposed as part cf the three-tiered reporting system, combined
with the teLhnical assistance on. their implementation.

It is clear that national studles are lice intended to provide infor-

matibq for local use% but rather to provide a natiónalpicture'for UWE
and Congress. Similarly, the development of evaluation models to be used
in the three-tiered reporting system was motivated primarily by Federal

A needs. As the original Request for Proposal (RFP) for thfs developmbnt
stated:

This statement of work is intended to improve the data
.quality in LEA reports to states and State Title I Evaluation
Reports submitted to USOE. In coMbination, these efforts
should significantry improve the national data base upon
which TitlOI impact is evaluated annually. (RFP 74-39, 1974).

The RFT' went on to note that, for the ptirpose of obtaining national im-\
pact data, use of the on-going data collection efforts by LEAs and SEAs
is less preferred than the use of data collected in,a national study

expressly for that purpose.'

As this brief history demonstrates, Title I evaluation began with
the 'idea pf locally.collected data passing up through a three-tiered

system to the national level. The (eailure of this systeM to provide

nationally useful data led to the current system, designed to impose .

procedures on LEAs io ensure that their data are compatible with national.
'needs.' Nevertheless, it is evident in the current reauthorization pro-

ceedings that there is still-a strong desire on the part of Congress for

data that can also be used locally, The House version of the bill (yet-

tO go to conference) explicitly.refers to local use in its evaluation

requirements for,LEAs, .to wit:

A local education agency may receive funds under this title
only if ... the evaluations address the purposes of the pro-
grams ... and!... the results of those evaluations will be
utilized in planning for and improving projects and activities
carried out under this title in subsesuent years. (H.R. 15)

In conclusion, the three-tiered repoiting system is che only Federal

strategy under way that carries the potential for providing locally use-

ful data.: Given the'emphasis n the development of the proposed system

7



on the nattunal need for data that can be aggregated, it is reasonable to

aak whether the new system will meet local needs bettei 'hen its prede-

cessors. Therefore, this study was.designed expressly to investigate the

extent to which the Title I evaluation system has been providing data

thattare used by local Title I ataff in planning for and improving their

programs; and to anticipate tke impact of the new evaluation models and

Technical Assistance Centers on the local utility of the data collected

under this system.

Uesjgp of the Study

. The design of this study was influenced by some recent research on

the connections between evaluation findings and decision-making (for

example, Wetss, 1977; Cohen and Garet,'1975; Frankel, 1976). This

influence was Primarily one of limiting expectations, wach in turn in-
.

fluenced the approach to data collection and the selection of districts

to be visiteu. Literature on evaluation has only recently in uded

ateempts to undertand the rofe and use of evaluation results, particularly'

in the realm of program planning and decision-making. Partlyan response

to the i.bsenceof compelling evidence of-evaluation utilization in

decision-making, this research has tempered idealistic notions of clear

connections between evaluation results and decisions. It has-begun to

suggest the bounds within which evaluation can reasonably be expected to

provide usable information, and shows that yhe role of evaluation in

dccision-making Scan be important even if.indirect. and elusive (for example,

in setting a cLimate )f opinion or lending weight to common sense under-

standings about programs).

'On the basis of these findings and my own work in local school

dist,ricts, I embarked on this study with highly restrained optimism about

being able to idett.ify uses of Title I evaluation results. I did not

exPect to find very many examples of use-of evaluations, either in

judgments about programs or in decisions about changing programs. There-

tore, I decided first that it was essential to interview Title I staff

and p.irents in person, allowing enough.flexibility to adapt questions tO

the respo4ents and their situation and to probe into each LEA's decision-

8



makilip, process. I also decided consciouslyto se,lect districts reputed
ft*

to have an abgye-average emphasis on or concern with evaluation results.

'Sample

To identify districts that emphasized evaluation asked knowledg-
able persons for recOmmendations, including directors of the Technical
Assistance Centers, USOE staff, other tesearchers, and local staff with
whom I was already acquainted. For most of the sample, the final
selection was based on recommendations of the stte Title I directors in
staies suggested to me. After explaining the purpoies of the study, the
state directors suggested sevetal districts that met my criterion, from
which I chose those to be visited.

We visited 15 districts in 6 states: 3 in California, 3 in Washing-
,ton, 3 in West Vitginta, 3 in Iowa, 2 in Nebraska, And 1 in New Mexico.

Of the 1'5 districts, 10 were small to medium-sized cities ranging in
population from approximately 75,000 to 500,000, with a median of
approximately 200000. The._remaining 5 districts were rural to suburban
with populations ranging from Approximately 10,000 to 200,000.

I was able to augment the sample with'an additional 15 district%
through,the cooperation of the- Huron Inptitute and USOE. The Huron
Institute was concurrently collecting similar information from local
tiistricts in their USCE-funded study on the feasibility of developing
evaluation models for Title I early childhood programs. Their sharing
of tit/dings in effect doubled the sample and expanded the range by repre-
senting an additional 6.states and including 4 cities with populations_
between 500,000 and 1 million.

Both tile selection "procedures for the sample of districts and the
size of thelsample clearly preclude statistically valid generalizations
to the nation.as'a whole. Choosing districts especially concerned with
evaluation, however, ensures that the findings are based on situations
with the F,reatest potential for use of evaluation. Therefore,,these
districts should represent the high end of the continuum of evaluation
use in program judgments decisions. Similarly, conclusions concerning

9



factors inhibiting evaluation use will apply even more to districts with

li.;ss emphasis on evaluati,ct not represented in the sample

The sample also included four state Title I offices. For the purposes

of this report, the findings from the state-level interviews serve as a

background for the interpretation of findings from tle districts. Because

of time and budget coastraints, however, the information gleaned from the

states is aot reported here. I hope.to expand upon the data base and

report or state-level findings in the future.

Interviews

A district visit was made by one or two interviewers for one to two

days. In each district, we interviewed the Title I director, other pro-

iect.administrators, the Title I evaluator, principals of Title I schools, :

Title I teaching staff and parents of.Title I'itudents. In some districts,

non-Title 1 administrators, such as*the superintendent, were also inter-
.

viewed. Title I director,and Title I evaluator are-my terms for the

porsons responsibre for the administration and.evaluation of the program.

Their actual titles varied from district tp dist:ict as did the titles of

other Title I administrators.
-.-

In each district, the interviews were set wi 13, either the Title I

director or evaluator and were done either individu lly°or n small groups,

depend ing upon scheduling conmenience. Generally, the interviews lasted

'trom one-hdP: bour to one hour' and occurred either in the centr4 olfice

or at the schoo1 sites. dhe interviews were structured, to the extent

that the .trYle topics were pursued in each iliterview, but Che emphhsis on

each topic And the specrfic quesLions were tailored 4.o ea6h sttuation and
. .

tespondont. The categories of topics in'cluded:

Characteristics of the Title I program

I. program decisions are made
racterisVics of the local Title I evaluation

Knowledge ot the local Title I evaluation
l'ses ot evaluation rehu Its in judgini, programs

and in program planning
. Knowledge of and reactions to the evaluation models

and TACs.
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#We chose nót to tape record the interviews in order to maximize candor on
the part of'the respondents. However, we did take extensive notes, in-
cluding as many ve'rbatim quotations as possible.

In addition, in each district we obtained copies of their evaluation
reports and other related documents.

Analysis

The task of synthesizing approximately 1,000 pages of typed,field
notes is awesome. ihe approach consisted essentially of reading the
nyteL; several times and tentatively drawing a set of generalizatiohs from
them. For each generalization, the notes were gone through carefully,
extracting evidence in support of and opposed to the generalization.

After this stage of refining the general stateneets to be reported, state.7

wilts illustrating each point were extracted from the notes. From these
statements, examples were selected for inclusion in the report. Thus each
quotation reported in the text represents a much larger set of quotations
illustrating the same point. This procedure was followed to ensure that
the quotations were indeed representative of the districts. Since the

interviews were not taped, the quotations are not demonstrably verbatim.
They do, however, reflect the words of the respondents as closely as
possihle and capture the flavor of the response. For this reason, the

ntiority of the quotations are based on the 15 districts we visltea

personally; And those froiti the Huron Institute sample are used sparingly.

rtn i/at i on of Report......_ .

Ihe hod of the report i omposod of three sections; primary uses

0: evaluation, uses oi evaluation in judging programs, and uses ot

.evAluAtion for program decisions. These dections are intended to be,

prinirilv descriptive; however, the urge to Interpret has not been com-

pletely controlled. The final section contains interpretations and con-
clusions drawn from the findings and their implications for the future of

Title 1 c v uat ion.



Il PRIMARY USES OF EVALUATION

I found that the main part of the district Title I evaluation,report
for all the LEAs visited consists of posttest or gain scores reported
for each Pro,jeci on standardized achievement tests1 A few evaluations
included additional information, such as the results of questionnaires
given, to staff and parents soliciting their opinions of the project. On
the whole, however, program evaluation is.synonymous with standardized
achievement test scores.. Accordingly, the findings presented ihroughout
often indicate uses of and attitudes toward standardized achievement
tests rather than the evaluation report per se.

This section presents the ?esponses to the general question: How
is the Title I evaluation used in, your district? The most frequent
responses fall into.three,areas: to meet requirements, as feedback to
school staff and parents, and as a rough index of the program's impact
on achie...ement.

Meet in.& Regyi rements

There is little doubt that the primary function the evaluations
serve is to meet tbe state and Federal reporting requirements of Title I.
Districts employ standardized tests because they are the simplest way of
.meeting the Federal mandate as interpreted by their state. LEAs are

. totally accustomed to the fact that receiving Federal money has a number
of strings attached to it, of which the evaluation requirement is merely
one. For example,

This district will accept all strings that go with the Federal
money. Richey ones might not but we neee the money.

(Director)
*

Throughout the text the type of respondent is identified in parentheses.
All directors, administrators, evaluators, teachers, and parents arepart .)f Title T. Principals are all in Title I schools and non-Title I
administrators are all superintendents.
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Therefore, with the exception of staff concerns with 'the time devoted to

testing and the reporting burden, evaluation is usually perceived as j.Ist

one of the many hoops to go through in order to receive the funds.

We go along with externally imposed regulations as long as they
do not impose an overwhelming burden. When they are burdensome,
we mill exercise our own judgment about what'is legitimate and
not go down wtthout a fight. (Evaluator)

Evaluation is not'a burden; it is an unnecessary but required
evil. It does little harm but is of no particular use.

(Teacher)

So long as the burden is not undue and some local autonomy is preserved

in designing their program, most local staff respons!ble for conducting

the evaluation are concerned primarily with meeting the legal require-

ments:

resting is an economical and straightforwarig way of complying
with the regulations; we send the data in and then go about
our business. We're not going to lose any sleep over whether
or not the results show effectiveness. (Evaluator)

Providing data to meet evaluation requirements is an accepted fact

of llfe. Title I staff also believe that the Federal government has a

right to request the data because they are footing the bill. Moreover,

many but not all Title I staff think that there is a rEial need for the

data at higher levels (i.e., district, state, or Federal). One district

director described the perceptions of his Ataff in the following way:

Teachers feel that all this data collection goes on because
Lhe state needs it or more generally the government needs it
and they are Sympathetic with their need for knowing what
happens with their money. But outside of this uecessity,
they :we little purpose. (Director)

Similarly, in another district,

There is a real need for the big pic'ure at the state and
national levels. (Director)

In the Cl ,ntext of the new USOE evaluation models, the district evaluator

said:

Ar.

I can see the Federal and state need to demonstrate bang for
the buck hut cannot see why they avoid educators in coming

up with guidelines. (Evaluator)

14



4
Some other respondents, however, were less salguine about the appropiiate-
ness of aggregating these data for national purposes, For example,

.1 doubt that the three-tiered scheme will gilie the.feds whatthey want. A national picture is not appropriate. You.haveto accommodate be too zany differences and the 'accommodations
wash out the differences.

. (Evaluator)

Feeu,ack of Results to Staff and Parents

The second primary use of evaluation results is to provide feedback.
Feedback in thiS context connotes simply communicating .evaluation results
to program staff and parents. Theoretically, this.is the area that pro-
vides the greatest potential for use of evaluation in making judgments-and
decisions about programs.leading to improvements. As one district
administrator stated:

If the test data are not useful to the-principals, they
aren't useful at all.

(Administrator)

AIL districts provide some type of feedback, but the type of information
fed back varies enormously. At a minimum, feedback consists of sending
the evaluation report to the Parent Advisory Council (PAC) and the
Orincipals of Title I schools. This situation is the one least likely
to lead to any utilization (or even understandi:1g) ( the information.
Principals rarely look at the report under these conditions, and teachers
often do not see it. Most districts, however, prOvide school by school
results, and sometimes class level results, which are transmitted to the
appropriate individuals.

Sometimes this information is quite comprehensive. For example, in
one district each Title I school receives a 15 page mimeographed document
containing graphs o( the relationship between school level poverty indices
and achievement (with.the particular school's 'code circled), detailed test
s,ore results for the school (by subtest and skill area), with national
percentiles, and a comparison with the previous year's data for that school.

It also contaims other descriptive data on school and community charac-
teristics such as mobility, enrollment, and income. The introduction to.

the report reads:

10
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ifhe purpose of this report is to share information about students
in Title I schools in .. It is intended that the report be
seen not aA an evaluation report but as a coldection of infor-
mation that will help administrators, teachers and 'parents plan
even stronger programs for the children in.'these schools.

4 MUCh of the information reported 'here Vas collected as part of
the data base used:to evaluate Title I programs. In

aidirion, the Research hnd Testing 4ivision con-
tributed data fi has gathered theough the,state mandated test-

.

ing program. .

This district was extraordinary in the efforts put forth bythe evaluation

staff 'to make evalution part of the program planning effort. They go to

considerable effort to preseq'the information for each school. clearly.
. .

.

and'to explain the.findings in person to teachers, parents and the

principal., In this disirict,sas well as others, it was stated that feed-

back thallkitclvied personal explanations by evaluation Staff was much more

1%.1ikely to be understood and make an iMpression on the school staff; and

hence n4ve the potential to be utilized. In another district,.the director

said:

Principals won't make any us#.of evaluatjon reulPer if you just
send dataYou need to go talk. with them about it. (Director) -.

In surv\khe provision of. feedback, particularly when explained in

porson, provides what may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for

utili;tation klf the eValuation information.

t;ross index of Pro_gram Effectiveness
. -

Mho the primary local uses of evaluation are tO.meet requirements

aild to ;,r,Ide feedback, other uses are not precluded. The third major

use tails under the category of gross or rough indications of program

ettectiveness. Thls categorv.differs from the previous ones in that it

occurs at the individual rather than the system level. The use of evalu-

ation is a gross index of program accomplishments takes several forms,

thc most common of which is use of evaluation to confirm one's existing

beliefs about a program. For example:

The main purpose the test scores serve is to support your own
views. (Teacher)

16



I look at test scores mainly to confirm my own impression.
If they differ, my impression cOunts. ''(Teacher)

A relateduse of evaluations trider this category is that of giving
a rough index of program success, but not as a guide to action. For
example,

Standardized achievement tests provide an indicator of where
.the children are.

(Teacher) .

Tests can only be interpreted as a rough guide. (Principal)

Also rekated to this category is.the use of evaluation as a public re-
lations document.

wanc information to justify expansion of the program. i'm
not interested in.information showing students are behind
national norms.

- (Superintendent)

Illustrating another-form of public relations, rh'one district the

evaluator explicitly pointed Rut the need to use the evaluation report
as a way of educating the district administration and board.to have

realistic expectations about the effectiveness of their Title I program.

Similarly, in another district the reading program direcor described
the situation in which a school wanted to withdraw from participation in
Title I:

They claimed that Title I was associated with a decline in
.teSt scbres. We were able to pull out the evaluation report
and demonstrate that this was not true. (Administrator)

In another district, the superintendent stated:

Day-to-day problems don't show up in the'evaluation. Sub-
jective feedbaek is often more useful in daily operation of
the program. Tfie other stuff is.what you impress people
with. (Superintendent)

These COMM011 uses of evaluation--as a source'of confirmation of

eSisting beliefs, as an indicator of success, and as a public relatons

documentshare an important characteristic: they are triggered only by

positive results. Thus, the evaluation report as an end in itself (apart

from meeting requirements) is seen as useful only when the results are
positive. When the results are megative, the evaluation is discounted

17



4,1

for any number.of reasons. (Elaboration of these reasons is contained in

the following section0 Thus, it is often the case that negative find-
:

ingS, iather than being taken as informative about the program, .are

viewed as ad annoyance that must.be explained away. As two examples,

None ot the.subjective stuff is included in the'evaluation
'except*ocysionally to explain low results. (SuPerintendent)

One year the-scores for Second grade were low. We fooked for
the reason by talking with the teachers to see if the skills
tested matcheCthe curriculum and if the students' scores
matched the teachers' judgMent. From this, we concluded that
the test was invalid. (Evaluator)

In anothef district, the district staff were all extremely upset over

.results that showed negative NCE growth.

We are having the TAG reanalyze our data looking for floor
effects. We know instructional growtjis taking place.
The negative results hurt us in sever ways. First, Con-
gress is always talking about the possibility of tying funds
to gains and, second, we get a.bad reputation. Poor results
limit our ability to shara information about the program and
lead to low morale. (Director)

And in another district, one .school had very low scores:

We discovered that there had been an influx of Vietnamese
students into the school. In another school with low scores
we found that there were a number of students who were near
EMR (educable mentally retarded). (Director)

However, not all evaluations with negative findings are ignored.

:-!-re are few instances in which they are taken as a gross indicator

61 ,1 weakness, but this occurs primarily in the context of needs assess-

Mv111. Although the same set of standardized scores, or at least the-same

tvpe, are used for both needs assessment and evaluation, thsy are far more.

likely to he seen as useful and acted on when they are viewed a's needs

asses:4ftwntdataasopposecitoevaluativedata.This point is expanded
-4

upon more under the section on what informat iota. people claim they use.

18
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Ironic"ally, there is almost.unanimous agreement that standardizlid
tests (especially when combined with teacher judgment) *

form a good basis
for selecting students for the programs. Although this use,does not
relate specifically to evaluation, it.is'mentioned here because it is a'

widel!, approved "good" use of standardized tests in a World in wiiich th6,
are usually criticized severely.

In sumnary, the-primary local uses of Title I evaluations are to meet
legal requirements, to provide feedback, and to provide gross'indicators
of program effectiveness. Title I evaluations dosnot seem to serve, as
primary purposes, either as a basis on which to judge the program or as
a guide to program improvement. Since direct inquiries about uses of
evaluation results did not,reveal use in program planning and improvement,
we pu;4Lued the issue in more depth by asking respondents how they judge
the programs and how decisions about programs are made. The findings
from these inquiries are reported in the next two sections.

1'w0 distrftts were exceptions. One felt strongly that teacher judgment
,;hould not be included and another based selection exclusively on
Le,k, hyr j yd gmen t .
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tt USE OF EVALUATION IN JUDGING PROGRAMS

This section discusses evaluation in the context of judging the
effectiveness of programs. Everyone involved in a Title I. program makes

ajudgments about its effectiveness. These.judgments can be ah end in
themselves or they can be the basis for deciding how io change the pro-

,
.

gram in order to improve it. Evaluaiion is viewed somewhat differently
from these two perspectives;. therefore, I treat these two persp4itives
separately. Section IV presents the findings on evaluation in the con-
text 0 program planning and redesign.

Before aiscussing the ways in which evaluation results dO affect
programjudgments, it is' useful to consider the reasons that limit their
utility.

A

Limits of Evaluation in JudgintPrograms,
%

From asking respondents how they would demonstrate that their'pro-
grams were successful and how they would make judgments about other

programs, it is possible to deduce why evaluation plays such a limited
role in these judgments. There ate three classes of_reasons limiting
the impact of evaluation on judgments of program success: the data
they provide are not considered as persuasive as other sources of in-'

formation; the analyses ignore important mediating variables; and the

evaldation; don't measure important goals.

Data Not Considered Persuasive

. 'When local staff weigh standardized test results against other

so6rces of information in judging the success of their program, the
other sources of information almost always carry more weight. Conflict-
ing information from,standardized tests and sources such as criterion

or other skills related tests and personal judgment (gleaned ftom

21
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6.

observation, intuition or some combination) are inevitably resollied in

favor of the other sources. Some examplis follow:

At the sc,hool and teacher level, more attention is given
criterion referenced and.diagnostic testa. If a tsachaT
sees inconsistency between the CTBS results and results'.on

these'other instruments, she will believe the latter.
(Evaluator)

Individual diagnostic'tools provide the basis for my judg-
ment of program success; not the standardized testi3.

(Principal)

The eTBS tells us by grade where the school is the weakest.
We also use 6us.r curriculum tests. The results don't always
match, then we go with the curriculum tests because they
aye more immediate and frequent% (Teacher)

I would trust my own opinion ove% test score. (Teacher),

in general, as one director put it:

People use evaluation to support their beliefs but will not
change their beliefs on ditconfirming evaluation evidence.

(Director)

Two findings connect this last point to the fact that negative standard,

ized test'results are usually ignored. First, school staff (and generally

all Title I staff and parents) are happy with their programs. Second,

/ evaluataih results are looked at primarily with an bye toward confirming

beliefs (see Section II). Together,-.then,.positive results serve to.

,reinforce existing positive feelings toward the program but negative

'results are ignored and; if necessary, explained away as inappropriate.

Mien the results are negative, it does not seem to be the case th_t_ staff

already knew there mas a problem; in fact, the case _is usually that the

.
problem prceived is not with the program but with the tests.

rhe aboVe examples illustrate the ease with which tests are written

.ott wh,11 test results are incompatAlle with existing beliefs about pro-

-am effectiveness. The widely publicized methodological critiques of

standardized tests facilitate this process in that people who are dis-

pleased with test results can.quickly call to mind "scientific" reasons

for rejecting the tests. As one.administrator stated:

lf the standardized test scores are negative, it's, okay be-

, cause everyone buys the.argument that they can be discredited.
(Administrator)

4
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And if the proklem isn't with the tests,.it is with t1;e testing copditions:,
1

If my judgment and the teit scores tell different stories, I
believe my judgment andlook for explanations such as problems
in giving the test,or how the child felt. .(Principil)

0.Or there is a problem with the analysis as described below.

important Variables Omitted 4

ALfrequent explanation for ignoring staddardiged lest results in
iudging programs is that the scores are not meaningful because important.

i
background characteristics of.schools or children have no t. beeil consid-

ered. Explanations of this type usually arise in the context of negatikre
or low test results and'potential comrrisons with odierlschools or pro-.
,grams. For example:

Evaluations must take into account the amount of time!devoted
to instruction. You can't compare programs with dIfferent
amounts of instructional time or with different goals.

.

(Teacher)

The evaluation should have more information on .the charac-
teristics of the kids because there Can be big differences
between schools in socio-econpmic status and.mobility and
other things you can'i measure readily. (Teacher)

Each school in the district has different objectives. So a
good school may be ranked lowest because it has.harder ob-
jectives. (Parent)

The school's drop in ranking can be explained by several
ta.tors not ilaving to do with the program. fou need to taRe'
into account the students' IQ, the number of students per
staff, and the tamount of instructional time per student.
And some schools exclude students with low Ws when it comes
to testing while otherb include them. (PrIncipal)

I would like to see more sophisticated efforts to adjust
students' expected levels of achievement for a variety of
tactors: attendance levels, number of schools the student
11,,s attended,, number of programs he has been inyolved in,
it he uses a second language, has a learning disability or
if he comes from a broken home.

. (Principal),

rhere is great difficulty in using the same tests even if
restricted to programs with the same goals because of differ-
t'uces In popula tions. For example, the bottom kids in tliis
state are not as low as the bottom kids in New Jersey.

(Evaluator)
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important Goals Not Measured

Finally, in judging their program's effectiveness, staff aftd parents

look to, information that assesses.what they believe to be the tiost itrt

portant goals of the program, usually in addition to, but occasionally.

'instead of, achievenent.

We would like to see alf kinds of alternative goals given
. equal place: parent involvement, student self-concept,

attendance.rates, library records and student enthusiasm.
(Administrator)

Test scores on the .CTI3S don't say very much about whether the.
program Vtas successful. Test scores are leis important than
groxth in the affective areas. (Teacher)

*
Evaluation data do not show what is effectilie. Teacher-pupil
relationshipi and the quality of the teachei are what makes
the biggest difference, (DireCtor)

A related concern vii-i-vis goals is that emphasis of achievement'

tsts has narroired,the focus of, Title I.

Title I was fitst a poverty program; now it is entirely

achievement--all activities are now ivstructional, as 4

result, in part, of using standardized tests; atso he-

cause achievement tests are used as allocators at the

school level. (Evaluatot)

I would like to do more than.reading and math but you can't

measure them so the state won't allow it. (Principal)

We are suspicious of all hard dka and see Title I,shifting to
reflect an obsession with testable outcomes. (Administrator)

Why the concentration on math? Because 2 + 2 = 4. You can

make clear assessments of what students know and this is much

harder to do in reading. (Principal)

In summary, there are multiple,reasons for the minimal use of eval-

uationg in judging program effectiveness. Generally, the reasons that

aro stated reflect preferences for measures'of achievement other than

standardized tests, a fear of misleading comparisons, and the view that

programs have multiple goals. How then do local staff and parents reach

conclusions about the effectiveness of their program? This topic is

discussed below.
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'What Information Is Used or Desired in Judging Progr ms?

lt,is impussible to isolate 'precisely the infor ation on which in-
,

dividuals actually base their judgments of program'e fectiveness. Psy-
chological theories (e.g., cognitive dissonance) sug est that there are

many important variables to consider besides the availability of cer-.
tain types,uf information. Nevertheless, since one purpose of this
study is to provide a starting point for Considering\how evaluations
might be made more useful, it ip heittl to report tAe types of infor-

ss

.,
mation that respondents cite when asked about program\effectiveness. I

consider bdth what information respondents claim they ,se and what other
types of infortation they say they would like.

The findings repotted below are grouped into three majot Categories:

information related to cognitive growth, growth in noncognitive areas,
and outcomes in areas not related to the child. The responsis described
under theSe headings were elicited primarily by asking.questions such
s: How would you convince me yotl program is a success? If you were
choosing a new program, what would you Consider?

CognitIve Growth

Most respondents are concerned with growth in cognitive areas,

usually reading and math. Thus the tendency not to cite evaluation data
.as a source for program judgments iscmore a reflection of the perceived

limitations of standardized tests than of the domain being assessed.

For example,

Standardized achievement tests provide an indicator ot where
childt.m are but they do not provide very specific informa-
tion about skill attainmen. (Teacher)

Respondents, particularly teachers, are more likely to cite specific

measures of skills as better indicators ot growth than standardized

achievement tests--bat.just as frequently they cite their own observations

and experiences-. Hepce,

ft. I were to judge a program I would first look at the written
goals of the program and then at the specific goals for each
child. I would want to see pre and poststest scores on indi-
vidual skills nather than standardized achievement tests.

(Teacher)
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In judging the effectiveness of.the program I look at scores
on the CTBS an the Nelson'and I rely on my own observations.
You can just tJel.l if a child is improving. (Teacher)

1

I judge the piograi on the basis of my.own experience. . And

I would back fhis up with the opinions of teachers and par-
ents when thelstudents get to the higher grades. (Principal)

Staff also prefer to base their judgments on relative rather than abso-

lute (external) stlindards; that is, they want to assess progress indi-

vidually as comparied to where the child started:

What matters \is how far students have, come--not whether
they're at gr#de level. (Teacher)

I would judge tudents' gain by 'where they stcrted and amount
of instruction they received. (Administrator)

Parents, understanda ly, rely primarily on obaervation of their own

child. For example:

I know whether my child can read by observing him. I have

seen increases in the number of books he.brings home, and

the amount of time he spends reading and this is.evidence
to me that the program is helping my child. (Parent)

Additionally, staff frequently expressed an interest in basing judg-

mentg on pie long-term iMpact of the program--information rarely .con-

tained in evaluation reports. For example:

I would like to know how the students do in ntnth grade as
ludv,ed by their teachers. Are the gains sticking? Will they

graduate': Are they interested in school? (Principal)

I would like to see a longitudinal study over.12 years based

on a:.hievement scores. Also to know where students arrive,

what their outlook is on society and on themselves.
(Principal)

As some ot the above quotations indicate, staff and parents are also in-

terested in noncognItive child outcomes.

Noncovnitivc Outcomes

In most cases, staff and parents are interested in both cognitive

and noncognitive outcomes; hence, their comments concerning program judg-

ments cannot always be clearly sorted between the two categories. In
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addition, it is generally agreed that there are few, if any, good non-
cognitive measures,. Usually staff and parents cite their own observations
or those of others. Some examples:

To convince someone the program was good I would use the Read-
ing inventory Test of Skills, even though it is not normed.
Also, observation of students' motivation to see changes in
personality and attitude. (Administrator)

To see if the program was effective, j would look at four
things: how well the student was doing id other classes,
especially in areas which first caused them to -come to the
reading lab, pre and post scores on the ICRT, teacher re-
ports, and the students' atitudes to the program. (Teacher)

I make my.judgments by looking at the children. Can the child
perform? Is he at ease? Does he. have a good self image?

(Teacher)

The program is successful if students get attsached to their
teacher, if they want to go to the program. You also know
something special Is going on if students not in the program
want to join it. Parents get a sense of the program and
communicate it to their children too. (Principal)

The program is effective if children know what they are do-
(Teacher)

Generally, then school staff express interest in areas such as student

attitude and self-concept, alLhough formal measures are rarely cited as

information sources for these areas.

Areas Not Related to the Child

In addition to judging program effectiveness on the basis of intor-

mation about the participants, either cognitive or noncognitive, some

staff expressed intirest in the effect of the program on groups other

than children. 'As examples:

There are lots of 'lays of telling if the program is effective.
rest scores are one. Others are the working relationships,
the atmosphere and community attitudes toward the program--
perhaps the last is most important. The community lets-you
know if anything is wrong. (Principal)

Yes, the program is a success because the parents and the
kids think it is helpful and the teachers are ent6usiastic.

(Administrator)
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After initial resistance, the staff has become supportive and
you can tell it Itheprogram] is a success when teae4rs'say.
good things about the kids. (Principal)

Overall, although most staff are cpncerned primarily with the pro-

gram's impact on children, there is interest in knowing the impact of

the program on the community, parents, and staff itself. As with non-

cognitive outcomes, however, little mention was made of formal ways of

measuring these areas of interest.



IV USE OF EVALUATION FOR PROGRAM IMPROVEMENT*

Coinuing the search for instances of evaluation use, I turn from
the question of how people judge a program's effectiveness tia the ques-:-

tionof how program improvement occurs. Specifically, I investigated
how decisions about program changes are, made and the extent to which
evaluation data are mentioned in this Context. As with the discussion
of uses of evaluation for 'judging programs, this section considers first,
the limits of evaluation for program improvement and second, the types
of information that are used in program improvement.

Limits of Evaluation for Program Improvement

A determination of the utility of evaluation results in program
improvement must recognize that local districts have several levels of
people involved in Title I, each with different information needs and
decision-making authority. Administrators are concerned with the pro-

,* gram as a whole; principals ate concerned with their schools; teachers
with their classes and parents with their children. Although their in-
formation needs are not necessarily mutually exclusive, they often differ
substantially.

Reasons for lack of use of evaluation for program improvement can
be roughly categorized in three groups: programs are quite stable,

evaluations are irrelevant; and evaluations are inappropriate.

Proliram_Stab-i i

In considering the use of evaluation (and other infemation) as a
basis for making decisio9s about program changes, I found that Title

programs are, by and large, remarkably stable.

These findings are limited to the 15 districts visited by the staff.
The Huron findings are not included because this topic was not pursued
in their study in sufficient detail for purposes of this section.
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At least 5 of the 15 districts stated this clearly,. As examples:

There really isn't much program planning going on. any .onger.
'1614:s more a matter of continuing to operate the way they have
bNn going. (Director)

Major changes in .the program are dever made.

There hae ;been no basic changes in Title I.
methods are largely unchanged.

(Teacher)

The goals and
(Director)

From the small number of examples cited.when respondents were asked about

program chdnges, it is clear that they are limited in all districts.

Therefore, it should be Ain in mind that the universe in which to.,find

connections between program changes and evaluation is quite restricted.

Irrelevance of Evaluations "

The finding that evaluations are considered irrelevat to program

decisions is in part an inference based on staff comments concerning the

overriding importance of other factors (e.g., administrative, budgetary,

tind political). These comments are discussed later,. Othet indications

that evaluations are viewed as irrelevant include distrust of evaluation

in general and the practical constraint of timing. 'For example:

I doubt that testing provides the kind of information on
whjch to base decisions. Title I was designed to let

locals def.iiie needs. Local'philosophies and priorities
should shape the program. (Director)

Implvin-: that the whole notion of evaluation is irrelevant, another

director said:

How can vou.evaluate when kids.are starting at different

places and developing at different rates? Means don't

mo.tn anyching. (Director)

Finally, if the evaluation results are *not available when decisions are

made, they are irrelevant. In.all districts there is a delay between

data collection and repotting of results. Usually the evaluation is

based on a spring test administration and the results are not eeported

until the following fall. This means, first, that program planning for

ch'e next Year has already occurredoften during the spring oven prior.
e
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to thg administration of the posttest. Second, at the teacher level,
the students who were evaluated are no longer with theesame teacher.

Although theoretically data one ybar out of date are nortally 'useless, .

smile staff suggested 1,hat this timing did preclude utilia4tion. As
%.

examl2les,:

. ,

Evaluation reports cannot be ,included in Tlanning because plans
must be submitted to the state before evaluation is available.
Plannim must be dune at the busiest time of t.1,e year.

(Evaluator)

Data from the prevdous spring are too late to be of.use, except
to purchase materials.

(Administrator)

Inapffopriateness of Evaluations

Most staff intervieWed did not speak directly to the issue of ap-
. 'propriateness of evaluation for making program decisions. The most ob-

vious explanation for this is that st0ff do not view evaluation as a .

possible guide for program improvement. Instead, evaluation" in all

contexts is interpreted as a means for soimeone else to judge the effec-
tiveness of Ole program. Thus, evaluation" tends to be associated with

.weountahility rather than with information for Identif)ang strengths

and weaknesses of the program. Ironically, when test scores are referred

to as "needs a§cessment," the reaction to them can be quite different.

The only. way we weTe able to determine any connections between

evaluatio,n and.prograM decisions was to work backwards from program

decisions previously made. We asked what changes had boen Tade in the

program and then asked why the noted changes, if. any, were made. From

this we were able to determine the extent to which andardized test

results and other types of iliforMation played a role in the decision to

make changes in the program.

Although this approach generated examples of information used in

making chang,es (below), it did not produce spontaneous statements about
why evaluations were deemed inappropriate. Therefore, my conclusion

that evaluations arc usually considered inappropriate for program deci-
si..9s is based on inference rather than direct statements. All staff
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and parents make judgment.s.about the program, as we have noted. Because

ludgments provide.the starting point for actions or decisions, I iftler

that staff wouldvelaim that elialuations are Inappropriate for decisions

fer the same reasons that they grve fOr their inappropriateness for pro-.

gram judgments--ihat is, because standardized tests are not convincing

measures of achievement and people are concerned with outcomes not ad-

dressed by evaluations.

Wha.t_ _Types of Information are Used in Making De>isions?

liecAuse of the limited ntyliber of program chattes, and hence the

limited evidence concerning their causes, this discussion is constructed

somewhat differently from the preceding ones. FroM the field notes'for

.each of the 15 districts, I extracted every example of a connection he-j

twen a program decision and some kind of informaticn (defined broadly).

These examples were elicited primarily in indirect fashion, through

inquiries fixst on how 04. program had changed rcently nd then on why

the changes were initiated. The examples should be interpreted in the

the light of how they were collected; to wit, me took all responses at

face value. We did not attempt to trace program decisions to a primary

source nor to resolve conflicting expl',nations from different respond-

ents in the same district. Because no program change stems from a single

clust.., and perceptions of ci.uses often differ, such a task would have

hen impos.4Me, For example, In one district parents were convinced

tHat thev had been responsible for the introduction of a math component;

admi)!i,trat rs, on. the other hand, felt that the-program had been initi-

ated becal..e they perceived the need and funds were available.

id"tili" in t°tal approximately i5 illustrations of connections

hr.tw:.en prram changes and information.. The types of information cited

in the.w illustrations can he grouped roughly into four vategories:

evil1ati.111; "subiectiven; and "objective" with the

uuderstandin that several illustrations fall under more than one cate-

Fxampies from each category are presented below.

About one-quarter or the illustrations cited evaluation or test

, out ri but ing t ' i chIngc in the program

1
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Frimi the surv'ey information in the evaluation, I.saw that
some teachers in the school werca't as.well informed
about the Title I program as they should be so I made it
a point to work with them more. (Teacher)

I circle the high and low posttest scores and meet with
the teachers on weaknesses to consider for next year's
c lass .'

' (Administrator)

Several examples in this category suggested less than a compelling
connectiOn between the test scores,and the change initiated (or the
change was described in such vague terms that the connection was dif-
ficult to determine). Some examples are:

I took heed to the low scores in comprehenion and did
.some ins rvice.

r (Principal)
.

Test reslults.showed that students did poorly in drawing
inferen.:es. The school responded by beefing up materials
in this area. (Teacher)

I look at the class results to see iff anything is out of
phase. I found some had dropped in math and diagnosed
the problem as three different approaches being used
school-wide. So I picked the one most widely used and
stopped the rest. (Principal)

We stopped serving three-year olds because they scored
too high at the end of the year to be eligible as four-
year olds. (Director)

These xamples suggest that changes associated with test scores tend to

b minor (excepting the last), and that the vagueness of the changes

perhaps reflects the state of the art in the ifeld of education--limited
clear remedies even when a weakness has been identified.

[he second category of illustrations suggests that fiscal and

poiiiical consideraiions are at least as important as evaluation in

motivatinx: chalfige, based on thefact that they also represent about

one-tourth of all the illustra4,ions. They tend, however, to reflect

mor sweeping changes. Four examples are:

Fhe math program came about because we had carryover
funds accumulating and felt a need for a math program.

(Principal)
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Most of the changes that have.taken place have been shifts
in the location of the program as the number of eligible
students changes, as the funding increased or decreased,
etc. (Director)

. Aides cost more each year so we have to eliminate some..
(Principal)

The math program was started because thd state suggested
it. (Director)

I suspect that budgetary and political consideration's are even more in-

fluential.than the total number of illustrations suggests but would

tend to be mentioned less often, particularly in the context of an inter-

view directed at local utilization of evaluation".

the third category, s'ubjective information, includes over one-third

ot all the illustrations. Most of these illustrations suggest that

changes were based primarily on staff observation of the program. Some

.examples are:

I will expand the content area of the reading lab to
science because of the success I have had using social
studies materials, because science is interesting to.the
students, and because I hope to help them improve their

work in other classes. .(Teacher)

The nith program was expanded with additional personnel

And diagnostic tests because we saw the need for these

things; they have enhanced our basic program. (Teacher)

We use informal evaluation (teacher experience) to modify .

the curriculum and use trial and error to find the right

..ictkities. The big decisions (e.g., dropping kinder-
1:arteu, food, etc.) are political and administrative. If

hard data are available and on the rignt side, things are

easier to sell. (Director)

Ch.ink:es are often based on questionnaires filled out by

teaehers and principals and my observation.
(Administrator)

Several. examples in this category indicate a major concern with program

rianak;eabilit and teaching philosophy. As examples:

Ye chose a new reading series because we felt we fieeded a

less individualize& approach and more direct contact. So

we had the faculty evaluate several And also visited other

schools to look at it and the scores. The faculty liked it

hcc.iiO4e it gave int roduetions to stories and had built-in-

testing. (Principal)
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We chose a new math program begause the existing curriculum
wasn't unified. We wanted the game program in kindergarten
through sixth trade. Thus we looked at materials. Second,we looked at whether it would be effective. We did this by
involving the whole staff, recommendations from the distrltand we knew we wanted one that didn't rely heavily on read
ing and that had built-in tests. (Teacher)

Finally, there were three examples that suggestod use of evaluative
information, but not that information reported formally in the evaluation.
This is the category loosely termed "objective." .The three examples are:

One school claimed that their selfconcept program was great
soV measured it and found no gains. This got them to think
'more about what they were doing and what they expected.

(Evaluator)

We have made a major 'change based on three years of files..<
from problem solving sesgions with teachers. We reduced
record keeping and increased small Axoup activities.. We
also changed class size based on teachers' recommendations
and changed materials distribution and space based on their
recommendations.

(Administrator)

I got interested in unobtrusive measures to assess library
use. I got a librarian to cooperate and had him checking
to see if Title I kids were reading as much. They were
but it tended to be the easier books. So the librarian
ordered More easy books that would be of iqerest to the
older klds--stuff that would not embarrass t em.

(Evaluator)

In summary, there are so few examples'altog er of conneftions
between program changes and information that itis risky to gentralize
from them. The fact that so few exist, especially examples in which
ev.Iluation was used, is by far the most important finding.
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V DISCUSSION

At the lucal level; Title I evaluations are, used primarily to meet

requirements, to provide feedback, and to tonfirm (when they ire pos-
,

itive) individual feelings toward the program. The evaluations tend

not to be used either as a basis for judging the effectiveness of the

program or as a guide for program decision-making. Sections II - IV

consist primarily-of the reasons people gave us for not using evaluation
.

result's for judgments and decision-making. To predict the impact of the

propowed evaruation system, however, it ls necessary to go one step be-

yond the stated reasons and consider underlying explanations for them,

as well as.constraints imposed by the context of Title I programs.on the

constructive use of evaluation.

Interpretation of the Findings

The stated reasons for not using evaluations tend to focus on the

characteristics of the information in the evaluation. Standarhzed

achievement test scores, the backbone of Title r evaluations, are lAewed

as inadequate at best for prOgram judgments and planning. Reasons ex-

pressed for this view range from the limitations of these tests in

measuring the attainment of specific skills to the omission of measures

of other outcomes considered important, such as children's attitudes

and. parental involvement. .These stated reasons imply that if the type

of evaluative information reported were changed, use of the information

would increase. However, a close reading of all'the statements of the

respondents suggests otherwise. The statements in toto suggest that

there are unstated explanations for not using evaluation results as well

ag constraints on evaluation use imposed by the structure of the pro-

grams, both of which must be addressed directly if use of evaluation in

program planning is to increase. Merely changing the iype of informa- .

tion reported is insufficient in itself.
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Section II illustrates that even some of the most common uses of

evaluation are avoided when the results are negative. Uses ofavalua-.

tion for public relations or for confirming one's own beliefs occur

only when the results are positive.,.Sections III and TV demonstrate

that- ludgments of program effectiveness and decisions about program

changeS rely heavily on personal, subjective information without clear

expression of what fa being assessed and how. On the other,Ond, there

is evidence to suggest that staridardized test scores'are perceived as

useful in contexts other than evaluation, such as in he selection proc-
,

ess and fur needs assessments. (These uses are referred to only briefly,

in the text.sinee they were not the focal Point of the study.) To-

gether these findings suggest that there are some deeper explanations for

the limited use of evaluations--reasons that go beyond the characteris-
.

tics of the outcomes and measures reported--and that, ttherefore, the

stated reasons are best understood as a reflaction of 'the-underlying

reasons. Moreover, both levels of explanation must.be viewed within

the context of school districts and their Title I programs. I discas

first this context and then elaborate on the underlying reasons for lack

of use of evaluations.

ibe Context ol Title T Programs

Sections III and IV indicate two constraints on thepse of evalua-

tions posed by characteristics of the program and its evaluation. First,

program s. tend to be quite.stable, thus limiting the universe in which

changes are likely to be made, whether based on evaluations or not.

Second, the timing of the evaluation can by itself testrict its poten-

tial utility by not meshing with the timing of program planning. Since

evaluation results are generally reported after the planning has oc-

curred, their use Is at est limited to that of year-old data.

several other cons raints imposed by the structure of programs

were observed, if not st. ed directly by'respondents. Perhaps most

important is the fact that, in almost every district, there is little

connection between program staff and evaluation staff. This is a func-

tion ot the administrative structure of the program in almost every
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disteict. The'person or persons responsible for the administration and
the content of the program are not those who are responsible for the
design and conduct of.the evaluation. Additionally, the evaluator,
paiticularly when he/she is external to the program staff, reports.
only to the Title I Director and is usually completely isolated from

. the program. As one evaluator stated:

I don't know whether the test scores are useful as a basis for
making changes in the program because I don't deal.with the ,content of the program.

(Evaluator)

ASimilarly, an exterdal evaluator expressed distance from the program ysaying:
i.

.1 am not involved with the program or process evaluation. Mymain audience is the Education Department of the district andthe state.
(Evaluator)

There were two districts.in which this gap was 'bridged, but not without
considerable effort on the part of an administrator in one and the
evaluator in the other. In fact, in the lattet case, the evaluator was,
attempting to insert 'the word "Planning" in the title of his office in
order to communicate'the

relationship'he is trying to establish between
program and evaluation.*

Another difficulty.posed by the system is that a Title I progrdm
contains multiple potential audiences'for evaluation, each of which has
different information needs. Title I evaluation is frequently discussed
in terms of meeting Federal, sate, and local needs; often overlooked in
this context, however, is the fact that each LEA is a complex orianiza-.
tion itsolf, with several levels from the director to curriculum super-
visors or other intermediate administrators to principals and teachers,
as well as parents.

*
Even in this situation, however, the evaluator felt that a relationship
between program and evaluation is impossible to establish If it is
instigated only by the evaluator and not supported as well by the pro-
gram's administrators.
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Finally, there is.a general constraint on using evaluation that

stems not from the specific context of each district but from the stake

of the art in educational treatments. Ideally, evaluation is expected

to provide evidence,on tfie'strengths and weaknesses of prOgrams that.can

in turn guide planners on directions in which their programs can be

improved. This ideal presupposes, however, that if a weakness is identi-

fied, there are one or more potential remedies available. The limited

knowled6 on what constitutes a successful strategy in educational:treat-

ments therefore limits the extent to which evaluation can be fully .

utilized--both from the. lack of proven alternatilies and.from the feelings

of frustration that this lack produces. This is not meant to imply that

.t..111y.Teis a magic solution just around the cOrner, but rather.thaA educa-

tion is a difficult if not impossible area in whfch to apply fully a

rational model of evaluation-as a guide to decision-making. .

9

The i.onstraints of the sYstem are not necessarily permanent fix-

tures, but they uo .characterize the current staft of affairs in the

districts visited, and, I suspect, in most others. As such, they not

only limit uses of evaLuation directly, but also strongly affect how

individuals in the system perceive evaluation. The isolation of the'

evaluator qrom tbe program, the relative.stability of programs, and the

timing of evaluations together contribute to a climate that is not con-

duoive to Nfewing evaluation as a potentially constructive tool. This

climate provides an important perspective for understanding why indi-

vidual,:; in the system view evaluation as they do. This view, gleaned

from.looking beyond what respondents said, is described next.

indrIvjnAttitudc' Toward Eva l uat 1 on

Two facts about the state of mind of local staff suggest strongly

chat, regardless of the type or quality of the evaluation data, the data

are not likely to be.favorably received and hence not used. The fiyst

is the narrow and usually negative way in which evaluation-is-pereeived

and the second is the strong motivation of individuals to prhtect their

basic.beliets.

a
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Put in the simplest terms by one evaluator: "Evaluation*is a
dirty word." In general, evaluation is.viewed as a set of procedures
designed to provide one's superiors with information on which to judge
the program's success, on the basis of criteria defined 131 the superiors.
Evaluation is therefore more likely to be associated with t6 threat of
accountability to someone else than with its potential as a useful source
of information for one's self. To the'extent that the evaluation ques-
'tions and criteria for success are imposed externally and that the evalua-
tion is conducted primarily to meet externally imposed requirements, this
negative view of evaluation is,reinforced by actual experience. *Further-

,

more, its threatening nature is exacerbated by the psychological distance
between evaluation and program staff. As long as evaluation is viewed
in this narrow and essentially threatening way, it is doubtful that the

..information it contains will be used, regardless of its characteristics.

Fhe sec.ond stvirte of mind can be characterized as the "true-believer"
syndrome: It is common knowledge %hat an individual deeply committed
to a partdculiir beloJef is not likely to change that belief merely, because

4
."objective" evidence against the belief is presented. Politics,jand reli-

gion ahound witli relevant examples. This is not to imply that local
l'il l staff and parents are akin t religious zealots, but they are by
and large strongly committed to their programs. When people invest their
lime and energy in a cause they view as worthy, they will seek out and

readily accept evidence that their _work has not been in vain. Likewise,
,

thev.will ignore or explain away information that suggeSts they have
failed. Title I staff, particularly those involved daily in implementing

the program, often invest considerabl energy in their york because they
-view it as important and worthwhile. Therefore, it is not surprising
that they interpret evaluation results selectively, accepting the posi-
tive and reiccting the negative. As one director said, "We are success-

-
tul even if we can't show it on paper."

C.onclusion...____

From this analysi:4, I conclude that changing the type or quality
ot inhirmation contained In the evaluations will. not, by itself, affect
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.the level of evaluation utilization. But simply changing the nature of

,the information is the fozal point of the USOE evaluation, models and the

primary role of the TACs, which is to assist in the implementation of the

models. The models address only the "symptoms," that is, technical weak-

nesses of the outcome measures and procedures for data collection and

analysis. I suggest that this approach--and any approach that focuses

exclusively on the information contained in the evaluations-cannot by

itself significantly affect local use of evaluation. Instead, changes in

the evaluation system designed Lo increase local utilization must address

the underlying reasons for lack of use, ricluding individual attitudes

and beliefs about the program and evaluation. At the same time, such a

system must address those elements Of the context amenable to change

that reinforce existing negative views toward evaluation.

Tackling the area of attitude change is obviously far more chal-

lenging than merely changiAlg the test or metric, but it is not beyond

reach. The fact that there are even a few instances of evaluation use

in program decisions suggests that increased use of evaluation Is pos-

sible. This fact, together with an understanding of the impediments to,

use of data, point to some promising directions for the shaping of a

Fderal strategy.that can increase local use of evaluation.

I iijI i c. t n s Po

01 tit:: two current Federal strategies for Title 1 evaluation, an

:.!,p.:!dcnt national study and the three-tiered reporting scheme, only

lAttcr hAs thv potential to enc ourage local use of evaluation. Since

;*fhicia national studies are generally agreed to be the best source

tor providing evidence of the national -impact of Title I, it should be

pc-;sihle to emphasize local use of evaluation in the three-tiered report-

tg sv,tem without sacrificing a sour e for national impact data. There-

fore, the implications discussed helowAake the form of recommendations

r.,1. radically changing the emphasis ot the three-tiered reporting system

t, onc that.en,:ourage:. local use of the evaluation data.
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First of all, any strategy designed to increase local uae of evalua- ,

tion must be grounded in a Federal,commitment to this goal--a commitment
which must be understood and shared by the states and communicatird clearly
to local districts. As long as districts collect data primarily or
exclusively for state and Federal 'use, they are unlikely to change their
viewg toward evaluation. This suggests, at the least, that deadlines for
evaluation reporting should be coordinated with.the local planning cycle.

Second, districts need assistance in increasing communication and
cooperation between program staff and evaluation staff. Our Visits sug-

. .gest that the provision of feedback can be aed as one way to facilitate
understanding between program and evaluation staff. .However, the infor-
mation fed back musl be designed in a way that makes it clearly under-
standable to staff and parents and must address the different needs of
different levels within a district. For example, a curriculum super-
visor overseeing'a program in six schools views the program from a dif-
ferent perspective and has information needs different from those of a
classroom teacher. Additionally, the findings suggest that results
should be pre§ented in person if they are to be clearly understood and
Lence utilized by staff.

Finally, Title I staff and parents need assistance in developing-

an understanding of the constructive role that evaluation can play and
In acquiring certain types of nontechnical evaluation skills. Incorporat-
ing evaluation information into planning and decision making is not an
automatic process, yet it is one in which-local staff have received little'
if any training. In particular, they need assistance A learning how to
ask their oWn eNflalu.ation questions. If the yrimary purpose of evaluation
remains that of answering questions imposed externally, the evaluation
will continue to be potentially more threatening than helpful. If, on
the other hand, the evaluation responds to questions about program effec-
tiveness that the staff have expressed interest in, the potential for
using the results should increase dramaticallY. Until Title I staff nd
parents come to see Title 1 as a program to be improved continually based
in part on evaluation, the evaluation results,, even if technically sound,
will fallon deaf ears.
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The areas described above are limited to the ones that I feel are

amenable to change through Federal policy and the provision of tpchnical

assistance. However, they do provide a starting point for designing an

evaluation strategy whose primary aim is to.provide local staff and

parents with information of use to them in improving their programs.

Additionally, the more of these issues that are addressed concurrehtly by

an evaluation strategy, the greater the likelihood of success. Treating

each cause of lack of utilization separately is less likely to affect

basic attitudes toward evaluation than treating as many as possible con-

currently.

Until local staff View evaluation in a positive light, effort devoted

exclusively to the. development of technically sound data will be wasted.

In the absence of use of evaluation information, it is impossible to

determine the extent to which the types of measures employed facilitate

or impede use of the results. This is not to imply that the issue of

measureA should be ignored. Use of information is determined jointly by

the characteristics of the information and the characteristics of poten-
.

tial users. Furthermore, the characteristics of the information can, in

theory, affect the attitudes of the audience. From the comments of

respondents. I suspect that measures other than standardized achievement

tests should be included in the evaluation, at the least. Given the

current state of affairs, however, the issue of outcome measures is far

less important than that of redesigning the evaluation strategy to en-

coar1 4e 1 e,a1 use through addressing the impediments discussed above.

lilt, current technical assistance strategy, if-redirected, can serve

a'; powertul force in changing how evaluation is perceived and thereby

increase eN.'aluation use at the local level. To accomplish this goal,

however, technical assistance must be redesigned to communicate a new

vLew et the role of evaluation and to develop skills such as generating

,Ine's own evaluation questions. As long as technical assistance is

dotined narrowly as a way of telling local staff "how to imProve the

qualit.v of their data," it will not affect local use of evaluation.
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As a final note, I would like to add a context for these findings
that extends beyond the edlication community. The failure to use informa-1.

(ion as rational models would predict is"the rule rather than the excep-.
tion among decisionmakers in every walk, of life that has been investigated.
Thus, the portrait of educators as irrational that might be drawn from
this report could equaLly well descrtbe their counterparts among lawyers,
physicians, or policymakers in general. The point is not to decty
irrationality, hut rather to direct restlurces toward activities that have
the potential to increase the rational component of decisions.
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